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Australian Designed & Built

Aquatic Heating Systems

Geothermal Heat Pumps
Ground Source Water to Water Heat Pumps



Geothermal
Solutions beyond the Ambient 

Energy Efficiency Trends
There is a growing trend for more and more efficient heating and cooling systems. A

move away from Gas boilers towards heat pumps, saving hundreds in running costs 

and reduced greenhouse gasses. However, heat pumps rely on ambient 

temperatures for their efficiency. Some climates however lack the warmth for all year 

long successful air sourced heat pumps efficient use. With a move to find suitable 

heat sources many are turning to the ground or cooling towers and the alike to 

maintain an all-year round efficient solution. 

✓ Green Environmental option

✓ Water to water solution

✓ Pool heating - Extremely Energy Efficient 

✓ Waste Energy Capture & Reuse (cooling tower)

✓ Reduced operating noises.

✓ Easy to install indoors or outdoors

✓ 304 Stainless Steel Chassis or upgradable to 316.

✓ Advanced system protect features including: Flow 

switch, low and high pressure cut out switches.

✓ Standard & Smart Transthermal systems 

available

✓ Transthermal systems have advanced defrost 

intelligence to minimise down time.

✓ Easy to service
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Geothermal
Ground Source – When the Ambient is Freezing

How Does Geothermal Work?
We all know that our air temperatures are dictated by the amount of solar heat it gains on a 

daily and seasonal basis. However, this heat is fleeting as seasons change and the day 

becomes night. The same heating occurs within the ground. Solar heat is also absorbed by 

the ground. But the ground holds onto this heat for a longer time. And at depths of 2 to 3 

metres this heat becomes quite stable all year long.

Geothermal heat pumps tap into this heat by the use of circulating water loops. This abundant 

heat will remain constant for most of the year and will vary from 14 degrees in Tasmania to 

over 18 degrees in Sydney right up to 23 degrees in Darwin. 

Many systems also take on the advantage that the ground absorbs heat, and they can use 

the earth as a heat sink for air-conditions in summer and heaters in winter. A natural storage, 

energy capture and reuse solution. 



Geothermal
Considerations & Geo-Hybrid System

Considerations
Geothermal systems require either vertical or horizontal laying of water pipes. Horizontal pipe 

systems are usually lower cost to establish, but only suitable for properties with large 

exposed areas of ground.  I have seen these system built under tennis courts. 

Where space is lacking vertical pipes are used. A large drilling machine is used to dig holes 

straight down and can be for 10 to 20 meter deep. The number of holes all depends on the 

heat requirement required. So accurate system sizing is required, to prevent requiring 

additional holes dug later. 

In Australia where the ambient does not go below 20 degrees, for most of the year will 

actually gain little advantage of a Geothermal system so care should be taken to prevent 

excess unnecessary cost.  

Geothermal Hybrid System
There are some locations across Australia where summers are hot and winters are very cold. 

In these locations many people have in the past purchased two systems. An Air-sourced heat 

pump for summer use, and a Geothermal system for winter use.

Realising this can be costly to purchase two systems, we developed the Geo-Hybrid. A 

system that combines both geo-ground source heat pump with an air-sourced heap pump in 

a single unit. Utilising our Smart Transthermal technology we monitor both the ground water 

temperature and ambient temperatures and switch between them. This Smart technology 

means that you gain the most efficient system possible at any given time of the year.



Proudly an Australian company since it’s creation in 1989.

•Australian Manufactured Heat Pumps

•30+ Years of industry experience

•Immense Tacit Knowledge

•Designed, Manufacture, Tested & Supported Right Here in Australia

•Local supplier, Local Support, Local Knowledge

Eco-Friendly Energy Efficient Design
•Industry leader in efficient heat pumps since 1989

•Typical COPs of 4 to 10 or more achievable, pending set up

•Up to 1000% more efficient than other heating technologies

•Water Balance Kits & COP Gauges as standard for tweaking performance

•R407C & R134A Refrigerants Used

Unmatched Design Flexibility
•Because we manufacture our own equipment, we have this unmatched flexibility.

•Customisable Chassis – Low-line, Slim-line, stackable, 304 or 316 Stainless Steel & 

Coatings.

•Heat Exchanger Options – Copper-Nickle & Titanium options

•Standard outdoor designs, Dedicated In-plant systems

•Sound Attenuation, Ducting and more.

•New Transthermal Technology offering amazing multi-function heat pumps.

True Green Solution
•Energy Efficient

•Long life-cycle design

•Serviceable for life

•Minimum plastics used

•Design to be as close to 100% recyclable as possible.

•Being an Australian Manufacture means we must build to Australian standards.

•Multi-function Transthermal Technology unique to Toyesi

The Specialists in Water Heating and Chilling
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